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§ 1. Introduction.

In 1878 Cayley considered the groups generated by two operators (sx,.s2)

satisfying the equation s, s2 = s\ s\ and observed the interesting theorem that it

is not possible to represent all the operators of such a group in the form s" s*

except in the special trivial case in which the group is cyclic.f This theorem is of

historic interest as it is one of the earliest theorems relating to a general category

of abstract groups. More recently Netto published a few additional general

results which may be deduced from this equation and he also determined the

possible groups when the orders of sx, s2 are both less than 6. J The results

obtained by Netto were extended by the author of the present paper, mainly

by means of special considerations, as regards the possible groups in which the

two generating operators are of order 6. §

For convenience the equation under consideration is written, in the present

paper, in the form s,s\ = s2s\, and a number of new general results are deduced

from it. By means of these the known results are obtained much more easily

than in the earlier papers. It is also proved that the two equations s\ = 1,

sxs\ = s2s\ imply that s\ = 1 and hence either the first or the second of the

three generational relations s\ = 1, s\ = 1, sx s2 = s2 s2 given by Netto in the

article cited above is redundant. This is of interest since it proves that the

non-cyclic group of order 55 is the only non-abelian group which can be gen-

erated by two operators satisfying the two conditions sj = 1, *,s2 = s2s2x and

hence it establishes contact between the present paper and the one devoted to

the " Finite groups which may be defined by two operators satisfying two

conditions." ||

Among the other results the following are perhaps of most interest.    There

* Presented to the Society, December 29, 1909.

tCayley, Messenger of Mathematics, vol. 7 (1878), p. 188.

t Netto, Crelle's Journal, vol. 128 (1905), p. 243.

§Quarterly Journal of Mathematics, vol. 40 (1909), p. 197.

|| American Jonrnal of Mathematics, vol. 31 (1909), p. 167.
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is an infinite system of solvable groups each of which may be generated by two

operators which satisfy the three conditions sj = 1, s^ = 1, sx s\ = s2s\ ; but

there are only two groups which may be generated by two operators satisfying

the three conditions s\ = 1, s| = 1, s, s\ = s2 s2. Combining these results with

those known earlier we may say that the only groups which can be generated

by two operators satisfying the three conditions,

Sî = 1 ' S2 = 1 1 Sl S2 = *2 s? »

are : The group of order 2 when a = 2 ; the group of order 3 and the tetrahedral

group when a = 3 ; the cyclic groups of orders 2 and 4, and the holomorph of

the group of order 5 when a = 4 ; the group of order 5 and the non-cyclic

group of order 55 when a = 5 ; the cyclic groups of orders 2, 3 and 6, and an

infinite system of solvable non-abelian groups when a = 6 ; the group of order

7 and the non-cyclic group of order 203 when a = 7. The fact that for a = 6

there is an infinite system of possible groups, while there are only two for the

larger value 7 of a, is to be emphasized.

§ 2.   General considerations.

By writing the equation s,s2 = s2s2x in the form s^s"1 = s2sx, and raising

both members to the same power, there results the formula

sxs¡»s^ = (s2sx)".

In a similar manner we obtain the formula

*2Sl'V = (SlS2)"-

From these two formulas we see directly that the three operators s2, s2, s,s2 are

of the same order, and that either s,, 8. have the same order or else the order of

one of these operators is an odd number and the order of the other is twice this

odd number. These results may be expressed in the form of a theorem as fol-

lows: If two operators satisfy the equation s,.s2 = s2s2, their squares are of the same

order as their product.

By transforming the given formulas with respect to s~l, s~l, respectively, we

obtain

sfsf'sf2 = (s,s2)- s2sfs~2 = (s2sx)",
and hence

(^1) SjS2"«-1«2«-2"^2 = s2sfs2ls2s22ns-2 = 1 .

The commutator of ,<--,, s2 is s~l s2 ! sx s., = sx ■ s~2 sjl ■ sx s2 = sx s~l, and hence

(B) (V s-1 sxs2)2 = (sxs2>)2 = sfsf2 g-» -v"' = s]sjK

The group generated by the two commutators sxs2l, s21sx is invariant under
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the group G generated by s,, s2 since

sr'«ilsf = sr«r2*2~ls? = sis2"2si = «i^-t1«!»

S2     'S2~   Sl'S2==S2     SlS2      = S2     Sl'SlS2~    *

As the quotient group of G with respect to this group is cyclic it results that

this invariant subgroup is the commutator subgroup of G. That is, if two

operators satisfy the equation sxs2 = s2s2, they generate a group whose commutator

subgroup is generated by two conjugate commutators and whose commutator quotient

is cyclic.

The commutator sxs~i is transformed into s¡"'s, by each of the two operators

8,, s2. It is also transformed into the same operator by each of the two opera-

tors s\, s2, since (SjSj1)2 = s,s2s. The two operators sxs2sx, s2sxs2 must have

the same order since they may be obtained by transforming s2s2, sx s2 by s"1, s~l

respectively. Hence s~2sxs2sxs\, sx2s2sxs2s\ must also have the same order.

The last two operators are equal respectively to s2ls*, s^s*, as may be seen by

employing the relation sxs?2 = s2s'2. This fact was proved by Netto by means

of more lengthy considerations. For convenience in the following applications

the equation sxsl = s2s2 is written also in the following forms :

s^s-1 =sx2sji,        sx-ls2 = s2sx2, sjlsx = s2s22.

Throughout the following two paragraphs it will be assumed that s, and s2

are both of odd order.    Hence formula (.4) may be written in the simpler form

(A') s^'v^vV = vi"s2~ls2 v^r2 = 1.

where m is an arbitrary integer.    If we let m = 1 there results

(A") sxs2s-i sjs-1 sj2 = sxs2sf2 s2s, s-2 = l.

From the last equation we have

^(viT^^.twT*?1-

Hence s,«^1, s2lsx ave commutative. That is, if two operators of odd order satisfy

the equation sxs2 = s2s2 they generate a solvable group whose commutator subgroup

is either cyclic or the direct product of two cyclic groups.

All the exponents of the second member of (^4") may be multiplied by 2

without changing its value, since sxs2 = sfsjsY2 and s2s, = s2s2s~2. Hence the

equation

*i*2sr4s2sis2"4 = 1-

By employing the given relations between sx, s2 and especially those which can

be directly obtained from s^'s]-1 = s2s'xs22, s„s'¡s2l = s2s2s~2, it is not difficult
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to verify the following equations :

(VÇ1)5 = SÎSJ3-8^1 -SfV = SlfS2ÍSlS-ZSlS73 = *182"4S1S! VS2~3

^—   o3 q—4 o3 ai a—2 o—1   _   ©3 o—4 Q    O    oí o—5   -   »3 q—3 o2 o—1  o4 q—5
— *1S2    ólS2Sl     Ä2     — Äl82     "l^x"»     — ölö2     *1M2    "1*2

3Ä— z£— 1 Ä— ! Ä6£— 5  = .9   Ñ— 2.ç6.o— 5 .= sf sr^sr'sr1«?«:-3 = s
J "2    "1"2

Hence it results directly that

(B) (s1silY" = s-^(sls2^s2.

From the equations

1  = *2SlS2"1S?S¡"1Sr2 = S2SlS2"2SlS2Sr2   = S2S1S2~1S1S¡"1S1~2 = 8»«î 1% «Î^T* >

it follows that s^s-'.sj-s-2 = s3s2s~3, and hence the two operators Sj"1«,, s2.

have the same order.    In a similar manner we observe from the equations

1 = s,s-1s-1s¡sls-2 = s-2s,s71s-1s2s, = s22 sxs-i sx2 s2s\

= s22ssxs22sy3s2s3x = s2.s-4s5.s-2-s-3s2sJ

that s-*s3 is of the same order as «2. That is, when s,, s2 are both of odd order

all of the following five operators: sx, s2, sxs2, «¡"'s3, s~4s\ are of the same order.

§ 3.    Several Special Cases.

If we add to the equation sxs2 = s2s2 the additional equation sj = 1, it is not

difficult to determine all the possible groups for the different values of n from

2 to 5. If n = 2 it results directly from the former of these equations that

s, = s"1 and hence the group (G) generated by «,, 82 is of order 2. If n = 3 it

results from the preceding section that the order of s2 is either 3 or 6 and that

the order of the commutator sxs~l is either 2 or 4, since (sxs~1)2 = s\s~*. If

s2 is of order 3 the order of sxs~1 is 2 and hence G is generated by two operators

of order 3 whose product is of order 2. It is well known that every pair of oper-

ators which satisfy these conditions generate the tetrahedral group. On the

other hand, if s2 is of order 6 when n = 3 , the order of s^j1 is 4 and (s,«-1 )2 = s*.

It is known that the group of order 24 which does not involve a subgroup of

order 12 is the only group that can be generated by two operators which fulfil

these conditions.*

When n = 4 it results from the preceding section that s2 is also of order 4

and that s,s2 is of order 2. Hence, s2sx = s~[ls2l » anc^ s\~2' sis2^ ' sl = si~Is2~' ' si

=s2s\ = s2s\-1 = (sxs21)~1. On the other hand, s~l•sxs2'1-sx = s2lsx = «2sr3

=(s,sr1)-2.    That is, s2 transforms s,.?"1 both into its 4th power and also into its

•Transactions of the American Mathematical Society, vol. 8 (1907), p. 4. An

operator is said to fulfil the condition s" = 1 if it is of order n ; it is said to satisfy this condition

if its order is a divisor of n.
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inverse, and hence the order of sxs2l is 5. Since s, transforms s^-1 into the

inverse of its square, it has been proved that G is the holomorph of the group of

order 5 when n = 4. From the preceding section it results that the order of s2

is either 5 or 10 when n = 5. We shall now prove that it cannot be 10. This

will be done by assuming that s,, s2 fulfil the conditions s\ = 1, s\° = 1, s,s2 = s2s\

and by showing that this assumption leads to a contradiction.

Suppose that s,, s2 fulfill the three conditions

sx = 1, s2   = 1, s, s- = s2s'x.

From formula ( A ) of the preceding section we obtain

«lsEsr1*lsí"ls¡"2= !•
Hence

Q   e-** . c   q2 . o2 o2 o—1 . o—2 _  o   o5 o   q2d   o   «   o—2  _   o   o5 o   o! g   o2 o2 t>—4
*I*2     2*1   *1*2*1       *2     — *l*2*l*2*l*2*l*2      — *1 *2 *1 *2 *l *2 *1 *2

"" Sl Sl Sl S2 S7   S2~     == Sl S2 *) *2 *7   *2   =   1 -

From the last of these equations it is evident that the conjugates of 8* with

respect to sj-1, s~2 ave commutative, since the product of two operators of order 2

(«ligST1, sis2sr2) *s °^ or<ier 2. Transforming this last equation by s"1 leads

to the equation
S3 oS ç—3 _   o   o5 c—1 . o2 o5 e—2 _   oó

1*2*1      — *l*2*l       *1*2*1     — "»•

Since s3 is commutative with s^ and since s3 generates s, it results that s, is com-

mutative with g*, and hence we have sj° = s^ = 1. As this is contrary to the

hypothesis, it has been proved that the two equations s[ = 1, sxs2 = s2s2 imply that

s¡ = l.

We proceed to determine all the groups which can be generated by two oper-

ators satisfying the two conditions

As sx3-sxs2l-s3 = sx'2s2ls3 = s~2s2 = s3s-3 = (sxs2l)~2 according to formula

(B) of the preceding section, it results that s\-ls(sx82~l)s}5 = (sxs~l)~32 and

hence the order of sxs2l must divide 33.    To prove that this order is 11 or 1

we may proceed as follows: •T,-*1*ï*1,*f "" *7lsi*7'si = *í'si = (sis2lY- -Mul-

tiplying both members of the last equation by s3s~3 = (sxs~l )2, we find that

(siS-i )6=s3s2s1; hence (sxs21)u = s2sx1-s^s^s^ = %*Î*îVVi = s,s3S71s2s1

= sx-s22sxl -s2sx= sx-sx2sjx ■s2s, = 1. As s^-' is of order 11 or 1 it results

that G is either the non-cyclic group of order 55 or the group of order 5. That

is, the group of order 5 a?id the non-cyclic group of order 55 are the only two

groups which can be generated by two operators which satisfy both of the conditions

s[ = 1, sxs2 mm s2sx.

Trans. Am. Math. Soc. 93
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§ 4.  Groups whose Two Generators satisfy the Three Conditions

s\ = 1, s\ = 1, sxs\ = s2s\.

In the preceding section we considered all the possible groups when the order

of at least one of the operators s,, s2 is less than 6. Hence we shall assume

throughout the present section that each of these operators is actually of order

6. We shall first prove that each of the two commutators sxs2l, sj1sx which

generate the commutator subgroup of G must transform the square of the other

into its inverse.    This interesting fact may be established as follows :

Q—1   O      .O      Q—1   .  O—1   Q       _     D—1   o2   o—1   .   O—1   O       —^    Q—1    Q2   O      O—2

*2    *1   *1*2       *1     S2 — *2     *1*2       *1     *2 — *2    Sl*2*l     "

Hence it results that

82    8X(,1XS2    )  S\~   82=82    Sx82-Sx~   8~   -S, S2S~    = S~   S,.S2    SX-S2SX

= s-Ksí72s2-i.sT2 = s2-3sx3 = (sxs2-i)-2.

In a similar manner we may prove that sxs21 transforms s21sx into its inverse,

as follows :

*1*2~   'S2    *r*2*7    = *)*7   Sl*2*l~    = S\S2    *1S2~   *T   '

«i^'C*2"1*!)2^*?1 = si*2"1-*f*2"2-*?*2"I*7I = *i*2_2*i*r1*r1

= *i"1*2"1-*r2*2"1-*r1 = «r1*2"3*r2 = (*2"1*i)-2-

Having proved that the commutator subgroup of G is generated by two

operators each of which transforms the square of the other into its inverse we

proceed to consider this general category of groups. That is, we shall consider

the category of groups generated by tx, t2 where no restrictions are imposed on

fx, t2 except that they satisfy the two equations

/-1/2/   _ /-2 7-1/2/   _ 1-2
(.,   i2i, — i2   ,        i2   ixi2 — ix   •

These conditions imply that (tf.ff = (t2tf)~2, and hence each of the three cyclic

groups generated by the operators t\, t\, (txt2)2 respectively is invariant under

the group F generated by tx, t2. Any two of these three cyclic subgroups have

at most two common operators, since each one of the three operators tx, t2, txt2

transforms into their inverses all the operators of two of these three cyclic

groups and those of the third into themselves. That is, all the operators of the

three groups {t2, (txLf)2}, {t\, (txt2)2) , {t\,t2) are transformed into their

inverses by tx, t2, txt2 respectively.

From the preceding results it is evident that the abelian group {t\, t\, (txt2)2}

is invariant under F.    Each of the three groups

{t„ti,(txt2)2}, {t\,t2,(ixt2f}, {t2,q,txt2}
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is also invariant under AT since t~1txt2 = t-2^1 (txt2)2. As a consequence, the

quotient group of A" with respect to {t\, tj, (txt2)2} is either the four group or a

subgroup of this group, and F is always solvable. Hence the theorem : If each

of two operators transforms the square of the other into its inverse, these operators

must also transform the square of their product into its inverse, and these three

squares generate an abelian subgroup which is invariant under the group generated

by the two operators.     The index of this subgroup is a divisor of 4.

It is not difficult to construct such groups in which the orders of t\, t2, ( tx L )2

are three arbitrary numbers. To do this we may write,.in distinct sets of letters,

three cyclic substitution groups of the required orders, each generator being

composed of two equal cycles when its order is even. We then select tx, t2 in

such a way that they generate respectively the first two of these cyclic groups

and that their components involving the letters of the other cyclic groups are of

order 2, transform the operators of these cyclic groups into their inverses and

give a product of the required order. It follows directly from the properties of

the dihedral group that these substitutions can be so selected that /,, t2 have the

given properties, and this establishes the existence of F for any arbitrary set of

numbers for the orders of t2, t\, ( tx t2 )2.

Having established some fundamental properties of the general category of

groups which may be generated by two operators, each of which transforms the

square of the other into its inverse, we return to the operators under considera-

tion.    The three operators,

(V-l)2^S3S-3, (s-lSi)2=s2s-3Si5 (SiS-2S])2  = SiS-3s2)

generate an invariant subgroup under the commutator group of G and its index

under this group divides 4 according to the general theory. It is easy to verify

that these three operators together with their inverses constitute a complete set

of conjugates under G and hence the group generated by them is also invariant

under G.

These results suffice to prove that G can be constructed when the order of

(sxs~1)2 is an arbitrary number. The general method can be easily deduced

from the following example. Suppose that the order of (SjS"1)2 is 3. Write

the three cyclic substitutions abc, def, ghi and select a substitution of order 3

t = adg ■ beh ■ cfi

which merely permutes the corresponding letters of these cycles. Find a sub-

stitution of order 2 which transforms each of the cyclic substitutions into its

inverse and is commutative with t. In the present case we may select ab-de-gh.

For sx take the continued product of the second cycle, this substitution of order

2, and t.    In the present case

sx = ab-ef-gh-t = aeicfh -bdg.
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For s2 we take the continued product of the first cycle, the component of the

given substitution of order 2 which involves the letters of this cycle, and t.

s mm be-1 mm adg■ bficeh.

It is easy to see that any two substitutions selected in the manner in which

s,, s2 were chosen must be of order 6 and must also satisfy the equation

s, sj mm s2s2. The three cyclic substitutions generate a group whose order is the

cube of that of one of the cycles.    This is the group generated by

(8,8-')2,   (S2XSX)\   (Sl8228x)2.

This abelian invariant subgroup is of index 4 under the commutator subgroup

and of index 24 under G. In the special case under consideration G is of order

648 and it is the largest group which can be generated by two operators which

satisfy the four conditions:

< - 1,   S% - 1,   (Sx8-f f = 1 ,   Sx8¡ = 82S2X*

If the order of (s,s~1)2 had been even we should have proceeded in the same

way except that we should have selected cyclic substitutions whose order is twice

that of (sxs~1)2 in place of substitutions like abc, def, ghi whose order is equal

to that of (s,s~')2. But the case where (sxs21)2 is of odd order is sufficient

to prove the theorem : There is an infinite number of distinct groups each of which

is generated by two operators satisfying the three conditions sf = 8ÍJ = 1, s, s2. = s2s2x.

All such groups are solvable. The commutator subgroup of each of them is gener-

ated by two conjugate operators each of which transforms the square of the other

into its inverse, and the order of each of the groups generated by 8,, s2is a divisor

of three times the cube of the order of the commutator of s,, s2.

If tl.e commutator sxs~l of s,, s2 were of odd order, sj1 sx would also be of

odd order. This is clearly impossible since each of these operators transforms

the square of the other into its inverse. That is, if two operators satisfy the three

conditions ssx = s!j = 1, s,s2 = s2.s2, their commutator must be of even order. This

theorem was proved by means of prolix considerations in volume 40 of the

Quarterly Journed of Mathematics, page 201. It may be remarked that the other

results of that article relating to the sets of conditions under consideration follow

almost immediately from the theorems of the present paper and may be used to

illustrate these theorems.

§ 5.   Groups tt-hosc two generators satisfy either the three conditions s\ = s\ = 1,

sxs2 mm s2.s2 ; or the conditions sj = s|¡ = 1, sxs?, = s2s2.

Throughout the first two paragraphs it will be assumed that the first one of

these two sets of conditions is satisfied.

•Quarterly Journal of Mathematics, vol. 40 (1909), p. 203.
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By making n = 1 in formula B of section 2 there results ( s, s~l )* = s2l s~l s|.

Hence (sxsj2)5 = 8x822s\-182 = s"1 s2 = (s^s,)_1. That is, the group generated

by sxs21 involves s2lsx and is therefore invariant under G. Hence the com-

mutator subgroup of G is the cyclic group generated by 8xsjl. Since

*r1 'sxs2X"si = S2Xsx= (si*2_1 )~5 ** results that ( — 5y = 1 modulo the order of

sx821. Hence the order of sxs21 divides 6-29-449. To verify that this order is

29 we may proceed as follows :

(*I*2-1)29=(*i«2-1)4(V»2)5=(«i*2-1)V«2(*r1«2)4=(s.*2-1)4*r1*2*r1(*i*2-1)-4«i

= S2~   *T   *2*r   S2SX    S2    S1S2S1==*2_   SX    S2ST   S2    *1*2S1

=«r1 V «2 *r2 s22 «î = «r1 V »I «i «r* «i = i •

Since the order of 8,8"' is 29 or 1, G must be the non-cyclic group of order

203 or the group of order 7. It is evident that G may be of order 7. That it

may also be of order 203 may be proved in the following manner.

Suppose that t is an operator of order 19 and that s^1 tsx = t2*. Since 24

belongs to exponent 7 modulo 29 we may assume that sx is of order 7 and hence

s,< is also of order 7. The two operators sx,sxt evidently generate the non-cyclic

group of order 203 and sx(sxt)2 = s2tsxt = sjs^'is,^ = s3t25 = sxts2x since

242 = 25 mod 29. These results prove that there is only one prime number p

which satisfies the condition that it is possible to find a number a belonging to

exponent 7 and satisfying the equation a + 1 = a2 mod p. This prime number

is 29 and a is 24. This result may also be stated as follows : If a belongs to

exponent 7 with respect to a prime number p and if a + 1 = a2 mod p then

p = 29 and a =25. We are thus led to a characteristic property of the prime

29. Similar characteristic properties of the primes 5 and 11 may be deduced

from the results of section 3, and in what follows we shall establish also such a

characteristic property of 19.

When sj = s^ = 1, s,82 = s2s2 formula B gives rise to the equations

( 8, S-l )«» = 8-> ( S'3 S\ Y 82 = S-» Sx3 ( 8,8-1 )~2» S3 8,.

Since s\s2 transforms (sxs21)2 into a power of itself we shall first prove that the

order of s3 s2 is 9.    This fact is established by the following equations :

(s3s2y = s3s2s3xs2s3s2s3xs2     = s}s2s2s2s2s28,s2

= 8{ S3 S2 S-1 S\ S2 8, S2    = S{ S¡ S71 8,-lsf 82 S, S2

= S* S2 S"2 SJ2 Sj S2 8, S2 = 8} 8« Sf4 SJl tx2 S2 8, S2

= *í*l*r6A2«rls2sis2 = *ís2*f*2sr1*2-

Hence (sfs2)3 = s}s«s3s3s-4=s}8«.83.(8}8«)-1.
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Since s3 is of order 3 the order of s3s2 must be 9, and from the fact that this

operator transforms (sxs21)2 into (sxs2l)~* it results that its 9th power trans-

forms (SiS^1 )2 into its — 512th power. That is, the order of s, s~] must divide

1026 = 2 • 19 • 27. In view of this result we are led to inquire whether the order

of SjS-1 could be 19. That this is possible results directly from the fact that if

t is an operator of order 19, and if sxltsx = t5 then s,, sxt satisfy the equation

8x(sxt)2 =m s,ts2, as 6 = 25 mod 19. It is also easy to see that the group of

order 36 generated by s, = abc-tx, s2 = bdc-tx, where tx is invariant and of order

9, fulfils the conditions imposed upon the generators at the beginning of this

paragraph. Hence it has been proved that there is more than one non-abelian

group which involves two generators satisfying the conditions s\ = sjj = 1, s, s| = s, s2,

but the only prime numbers which divide the order of such a group are 2,3,

and 19.


